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ABSTRACT 
The study of linear operators on a matrix space that leave invariant certain 
functions, subsets, or relations is commonly referred to as the study of linear 
preserver problems, and has attracted the attention of many mathematicians in the last 
few decades. Dynkin in his classic paper studied maximal subgroups of the classical 
groups and showed how his results may be used to study preserver problems. The 
purpose of this paper is to further exploit this very powerful approach. The subgroups 
C of the general linear group that we deal with are not necessarily maximal. For the 
applications that we have in mind we obtain a description of all possible overgroups of 
G. The results are then applied to various linear preserver problems. Shorter altema- 
tive proofs for various existing results are given, and some open questions are 
answered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of using results on classical groups to study problems in linear 
algebra, invariant theory, etc., has been mentioned by Dynkin in the intro- 
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duction to his classic paper [9]. In particular, he gave alternative proofs for 
some theorems of Frobenius [lo] concerning the linear operators 4 on 
square matrix spaces that leave the determinant invariant, i.e., det x = 
det 4(x) for all x. The study of linear operators on a matrix space that leave 
certain functions, subsets or relations is now commonly referred to as the 
study of linear preserver problems, and has attracted the attention of many 
mathematicians in the last few decades. For a gentle introduction to this topic 
we refer the readers to [19] (see also the excellent surveys by Marcus [22] and 
Grone [ 121). 
While many different techniques have been used to study linear preserver 
problems, the powerful approach suggested by Dynkin has not been further 
developed. The main objective of this paper is to further exploit this idea and 
show that many results on linear preserver problems can be obtained by this 
unified method. 
The subgroups G of the general linear group that we deal with are not 
necessarily maximal. For the applications that we have in mind it is important 
to obtain a description of all possible overgroups of G. Sections 2-5 deal with 
that problem, and the remaining two sections contain the various applications 
to linear preserver problems. 
To better describe our results and the organization of this paper, we 
introduce some notation. 
Let D denote the real field R, the complex field C, or the algebra of real 
quatemions H, and Z its center. Let V = M,, .(D) be the Z-vector space of 
m x n matrices over D. We assume throughout that m, n > 2. For x E 
M, “(0) we denote by x* the conjugate transpose of x. We shall write 
M,(D) for M, “(0) and view it as a Z-algebra. The invertible matrices 
x E M,(D) form the general linear group GL,( D). Those x which satisfy 
the equation xx* = 1 form a maximal compact subgroup U,(D) of GL,( D). 
Thus U,(D) = O(m), U(m), or Sp(m) depending on whether D = R, C, 
or H. 
Let M,( D)OPP be the Z-algebra opposite to M,(D), and A the Z-algebra 
A = M,(D) 8 M,( D)Opp. 
The tensor product above and throughout the paper is taken over Z. The 
multiplication in A is characterized by 
(a 8 b) * (c 8 d) = ac Q db. (1.1) 
We have A = End,(V) via the isomorphism which associates to a @ b the 
linear operator x ++ axb. From now on we shall identify the tensor a @ b 
with this linear operator. 
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If G [HI is a subgroup of GL,(D) [GL.(D)l, then we denote by G @ H 
the subgroup {a 8 b : a E G, b E H) of GL(V). We set I := U,(D) @ 
U,(D). Our first goal is to classify the overgroups of I in GL(V >. In the next 
section we determine the overgroups of GL,( D> 8 GL,(D) and outline a 
general method for classification of all overgroups of I. In Sections 3, 4, and 
5 we apply this method to each of the cases D = R, C, and H, respectively. 
In Section 6 we determine all possible subgroups G of GL(V) which arise as 
the groups of nonsingular linear operators preserving a function F on 
V = M,,“(D) which is invariant under the group r, i.e., F(x) = F(axb) for 
all x E V, a E U,(D), and b E U,,(D). We refer to such functions as 
r-invariant functions. Clearly, if G arises in such a manner, then G 1 I?. 
Thus the results in Sections 3-5 can be used to determine G. Moreover, we 
are able to give shorter alternative proofs for various existing results and to 
answer some open questions. In Section 7 we determine all possible groups 
of nonsingular linear operators that map a given I-invariant set into itself. 
Before concluding this section, we introduce some more notation and 
concepts which are useful in our discussion. 
We shall often identify the multiplicative group Z* of 2 with the group of 
scalar operators x H Ax, A E Z*, on V. This also applies to subgroups of Z* 
such as R*,, the group of positive real numbers, and the circle group 
T := (A E C : 1 Al = 1) when Z = C. W e write R, for the set of nonnegative 
real numbers. 
In the case m = n we define r to be the transposition map if D = R or 
C, and the map x + X* if D = H. 
Let a = (uij) E M,(D). Then tr a is the ordinary trace of the matrix a if 
D = R or C. If D = H, then tr a is the so-called reduced trace of a, i.e., 
tr a = q + 4, where q = a,, + *** +umm and 4 is the conjugate of q. 
By introducing the bracket operation [x, y] = xy - ye, we can make 
M,( D> into a Lie alg e b ra, in which case we denote it by 6 I,(D) or just 6 I,. 
The space of all matrices in 61, of trace 0 is an ideal, and we denote it 
by 31,(D) or ST,. The connected Lie subgroup of GL,(D) whose Lie 
algebra is 3 1, is denoted by SL,( D) and called the special linear group. We 
have GL,( D) = Z*SL,( D). The matrices Ax with x E SL,(D) and A E Z* 
such that IAl = 1 form a subgroup, which we denote by SL*,(D). We set 
SU,(D) = U,(D) n SL,(D). Note that SU,(R) = SO(m), SU,(C) = 
SU(m), and SU,(H) = U,(H) = Sp(m). We denote by u,(D) the Lie 
algebra of U,(D); it consists of all x E M,(D) such that r * = -x. The Lie 
algebra of SU,(D) is $u~,(D) = U,(D) n 61,. 
Similarly we can view A as a Lie algebra over Z, and in that case we 
denote it by 61(V). By using (1.1) we see that the Lie bracket in 6 l(V ) is 
given by 
[u Q b,c 8 d] = UC @ db - cu Q bd. (1.2) 
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We denote by gl(V) the ideal of 91(V) of all elements of trace 0. Thus 
gI(V> is isomorphic of Sl,,(D) if D = R or C, and to GI,,,(R) if D = H. 
We introduce the standard inner product of M,, ,,( D) by 
(x, y> = tr( xy*), (1.3) 
and the corresponding norm by II x II = dm. We denote by U(V ) the 
subgroup of GL( V ) which p reserve this inner product, and we set SU(V) = 
U(V) n SL(V ). 
For any Lie group G, we denote by G” its identity component. 
2. OVERGROUPS OF GL,( 0) C+ GL,( D) 
The Lie algebra of SL,(D) 8 SL,(D) is 
and we have a direct decomposition: 
isI = g + GI, cc9 !%I,. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
THEOREM 2.1. The subalgebra g is maximal in 31(V). 
Proof. We view g I(V) as a g-module by restricting the adjoint repre- 
sentation of gf(V> to 6 (e.g., see [26, $2.131). Then SL, 8 GI, is a 
g-submodule of GL(V>. The map 51, X SI, -+ 6 defined by (x, y) ++ x @ 
1 - 1 o y is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. Clearly Sl, @ Sf, is the 
tensor product of the adjoint modules of $1, and 31,. Consequently, 
~1, 8 ~1, is a simple g-module, and by (2.2) 9 is a maximal subalgebra of 
Sl(V). H 
By using the well-known correspondence between the Lie subgroups and 
Lie subalgebras (e.g., see [26, $2.51) we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. SL,( D) @ SL,(D) is a maximal connected Lie sub- 
group of SL(V). C onsequently, GL ,( 0)’ @ GL.( 0)’ is a maxiwza~ con- 
nected Lie subgroup of GL(V). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let g be def d me as in (2.Q let N be its normalizer in 
GL(V), and set G := GL,(D) 8 GL,( 0). Then N = G if m Z n, and 
N = (G, r) $rn = n. 
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Proof. Let g1 = GI, 8 1 and g2 = 1 8 GI,. If m = n then rgir = g2. 
It is clear that G c N, and if m = 72 also r E N. In order to prove the 
opposite inclusion, let (Y E N be arbitrary. If m # n, then (Y must normalize 
gi for i = 1,2. If m = n, then conjugation by (Y may interchange gi and g2. 
If that is the case, we replace (Y by T(Y, and so again we may assume that CY 
normalizes each gi. 
Write c~ = a, @ 6, + e-v +a, 8 b,, where a,, . . . , a, E M,(D) and 
b 1,. . . , b, E M,(D) are Z-linearly independent. By replacing CY with (a @ 
1) 0 a 0 (b Q 1) with suitable a, b E GL,(D), we may assume that 
1 0 
a,= 0 0 J ( 1 
where 1 stands for the identity matrix of order t with 1 < t < m. 
Since fxgi6’ = gi, for each a E 51, there exists a unique b E d I,, 
such that CY ~(a Q 1) = (b @ l)o a, i.e., 
uiu = bu. 1’ 1<i<r. (2.3) 
Assume that t < m, and let 
0 u 
a= o o #O. 
i 1 
Then Equation (2.3) for i = 1 gives 
As u f 0, this is impossible. We conclude that t = m, i.e., a, = 1. It follows 
that, for each a E 5 I,, we have b = a and a, a = au,, 2 < i < r. This 
implies that a, = 0 for i > 2. Thus cr = a, @ b, E G. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. The group N of Theorem 2.3 is a maximal subgroup of 
GL(V). 
Proof. Let P be a proper subgroup of GL(V) containing N. We can 
equip P with a structure of a Lie group as in [3, Chapter III, $4, no. 51. By 
Theorem 2.1, g is the Lie algebra of P. Now our claim follows from 
Theorem 2.3. n 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a connected Lie subgroup of U,(D). Then the 
normalizer N of G in GL .( 0) is the product MP, where M is the normalizer 
of G in U,(D) and P is the centralizer of G in GL .( 0). 
Proof. (We use an argument of L. P. Rothschild [24].) Let a E N, and 
let a = hu be its polar decomposition. Denote by 9 the Lie algebra of G. 
For x E g the element y := axa-’ is also in g . Thus hzh - ’ = y, where 
z := uxu-’ E U,(D). As h* = h, y* = -y, and z* = -2, we obtain h-‘zh 
= y, i.e., hyh-’ = z. C onsequently h( y - z)h-’ = -( y - z). Since h is 
positive definite, this implies that y = z. Thus uxu-’ = y E 6, and so 
u E N. It follows that hy = yh, and so h E P. W 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be the normalizer of r” in U(V). lf m Z n then 
M=r, and if m=n then M=(T,r), except when m=n=4 and 
D = R. The centralizer of r in GL(V) is Z*. 
Proof. We prove first the second assertion. Since M,(D) is the R-span 
of U,(D) (see [8, Corollary 2.21) an d a similar assertion is valid for M,(D), it 
follows that the centralizer of I in A is the center of A. Consequently, the 
centralizer of r in GL(V) is Z*. In the case m = n, the first assertion 
follows from [8, Proposition 2.41. Now let m # n. If u E M, then u must 
normalize U,(D) C%J 1 and 1 @ U,( 0). S ince the R-span of U,(D) @ 1 is the 
Lie subalgebra 61, @ 1, we infer that the conjugation by u must preserve 
this subalgebra. Similarly, it preserves the subalgebra 1 @ 6 I,. Consequently, 
u normalizes GL,( D) C+ GL,( D), and by Corollary 2.4 we have u = a @ b. 
As u E U(V), we conclude that u E I. n 
In the exceptional case (m = n = 4 and D = R), M/I” is isomorphic to 
the symmetric group of degree 4. Furthermore, in that case we have 
M = (I?, T, _!Y>, where 9 is the linear operator on M,(R) defined by 
L?(a) = 
i 
+(tra)l - a if a is symmetric, 
-C&Z’ if a skew-symmetric. 
Here a’ is the matrix obtained from a by interchanging its (1,4) [respectively, 
(4, l)] and (2,3) [(3,2>] entries, and 
with b = 
One may see [15, Remarks (3.4)-(3.5)] (also [5, 41) for the properties of 9. 
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We shall now describe a general method for constructing all overgroups 
G of r in GL(V). We equip G with the Lie group structure induced from 
GL(V); see [3, Chapter III, $4, no. 51. The Lie algebra 9 of G is a 
subalgebra of gI(V>. Let SL*(V) be th e subgroup of GL(V ) consisting of all 
linear operators u such that ]det u] = 1, and let 3 l*(V) denote its Lie 
algebra. It is clear that CL(V) = SL*(V)R*, (a direct product). We set 
G := G n SL*(V) and 3 := g n gI*(V). Since E 2 I, we have g 1 n,(D) 
8 1 + 1 8 u,(D), and g is stable under the action of l? on 9 I(V) obtained 
by restricting the adjoint action of GL(V ). In the next three sections we show 
that (for fixed m and n) there are only finitely many Lie algebras 3 that 
satisfy all these conditions. Furthermore we shall obtain a complete list of all 
such algebras. 
Let N be the normalizer of g in GLLV), i.e., N := (u E GL(V): ueu-’ 
= g}. Th’ g 1s rou p is a direct product of N := N I? SL*(V) and R*,. It is easy 
to show that a is its own normalizer in 31*(V), and so B coincides with the 
Lie algebra of F. Thus the problem of constructing all overgroups of I is 
reduced to the problem of constructing all subgroups of NR*, containing the 
subgroup N, of N generated by N ‘, I, and r if m = 72. This latter problem 
can be easily solved in all cases that actually arise. Note that fl is an algebraic 
group (over Z), and so it has only finitely many connected components. 
3. OVERGROUPS OF U(m) @J U(n) 
In this section we consider the case D = C. We shall use the notation 
nnl = u,(C), 5 ~1, = i; n,(C), and similarly for LI, and 5 u,. The Lie 
algebra of SU(m) 8 SU(n) is go = ELI, @ 1 + 1 @ Gu,. We decompose 
GI(V) into a direct sum of go-modules: 
where all tensor products are over C, and i is the imaginary unit. 
If x E g U, and y E 5 u, it is easy to verify that 
<(ix @ y>(u>d + (u,(ix 63 y)(n)> = 0 
for all u,n E V. Therefore i 311, 8 gu, c Su(V), and by a dimension 
argument we obtain 
Su(V)=go+iGum@gLln. (3.2) 
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THEOREM 3.1 (D = C). Zf g is a real Lie subalgebra of 5 l(V) contain- 
ing g,, = Gu, 8 1 + 1 @ Gu,, then 9 is one of the following: 
(2) go + Z7U, @ i = GI, 8 1 + 18 dll,; 
(3) go + i E3 !Su, = gll, Q 1-t 1 @ cJln; 
(4) go + SU, @ i + i 8 GU, = 5I,@ 1+ 1 @ 31,; 
(5) go + i GU,, 63 Gilt, = Gil(V); 
(6) 3X(V). 
Proof. The six subspaces listed above are obviously real Lie subalgebras 
of al(V) containing go. The g,-modules 13~~ 8 i, i @ Gu,, and Gu, 8 
B U, which appear in (3.1) are simple and pairwise nonisomoprhic. On the 
other hand the g a-modules +? U, 8 G U, and i ST ~1, @ 5 U, are obviously 
isomorphic. 
Assume that 9 contains a simple 9 “-module a C ij U, Q 5 ~1, + i d U, 
8 gu,, such that a #i Gu, B Gu,,. Since the module gn,,, @ Gn, is 
absolutely simple, its endomorphism ring consists only of scalar multiplica- 
tions. Consequently there exists a constant A E R such that u = (1 + 
ih) GU, 8 GU,. 
We claim that SU, 8 dn, + i Gn,, 8 Gu, c 9. It suffices to show that 
g contains a nonzero element of i G u,, 8 G u,. If n > 2, we can choose 
x E Gu, such that x2 = ~0 1 + iy with E_C E R and nonzero y E dn,. It 
follows that 
g 3 (1 + iA)2[Gllm C3 x, 511m C3 x] = (1 + ih)’ 511, @X2. 
As (1 + iA)2Gu, 8 1 c Gu, @ 1 + SU, @ i and (1 + iAj2Gu, 63 iy 
c Gu, Q Gu, + i Gu, 8 Su,, and the g,-modules bn,, 8 1 and gtr,,, @ 
5 U, are nonisomorphic, it follows that (1 + i A>2 5 U, @ iy c g . Since also 
(2h + 2ih2) 511, @ y c 9, we conclude that i(l + A’) i;n, 8 y C g, and 
so our claim is proved. If m > 2, we can use a similar argument. If 
m = n = 2, we leave the verification to the reader. 
By (3.2) Gn(V) = go + i SU, 8 Gn, is a proper subalgebra of 9. 
Since GI(V) = Sri(V) + i 5 U(V), SU(V) is a maximal real Lie subalgebra 
of GI(V). Hence 4 = 551(V). 
From now on we may assume that 9 n (Gu, 8 Gu, + i Gu, @ au,) is 
either 0 or i 3 u m 8 G u n. In the former case 9 must be one of the algebras 
(l), (2) (3) (4) listed in the theorem, and in the latter case 9 = d n(V ). n 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Zf G is a connected Lie subgroup of SL*(V) containing 
r, then G is one of the groups 
(1) r; 
(2) SL,(C) @ U(n); 
(3) U(m) @ SLJC); 
y; $;y) 8 SL*,(C); 
(6) SL*(t). 
In order to describe all subgroups of GL(V) containing F it suffices to 
determine the normalizers of the group G from the above corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be one of the six subgroups listed in the prerjious 
corollary, and let N be its normalizer in GL(V). Then N = GR*, except 
when m = n and G is of type (1) or (4), in which case N = (G, T)R*,. 
Proof. The assertion is trivial if G is of type (6). For G of type (5) the 
assertion follows from the well-known fact that SU(V) is its own normalizer 
in SL(V); see [14, Chapter VI, Exercise A.31. If G is of type (11, then the 
assertion has been proved in Theorem 2.6. 
Now let G be of type (21, (3), or (4), and let o E N. Note that F is a 
maximal compact subgroup of G, and the same is true for its conjugate by (Y. 
Since maximal compact subgroups of G are conjugate in G (see [14, Chapter 
VI, Theorem 2.211, by replacing CY with /?a, where p E G is suitably chosen, 
we may assume that (Y normalizes F. We can now use case (1) to conclude 
the proof. n 
4. OVERGROUPS OF O(m) 8 O(n) 
Let us now consider the case D = R. In this case we shall write go,,, 
instead of 5 U,(R) = u,(R), and similarly for !_? on. Also we write g O(V) 
instead of g U(V). Our goal is to determine all Lie subalgebras of 6 l(V) 
which contain the Lie algebra CJ 0 = 6 o m @ 1 + 1 8 6 o )I of F. Let 
$1, = go, + p mll ) 61, = Go, + p, (4.1) 
be Cartan decompositions, i.e., P, ($.I .) is the space of symmetric matrices in 
Sl, (i; 1,). We recall that the Lie algebra 5 O, is simple if m = 3 or m > 4. 
The algebra 3 O, has dimension 1 and so is abelian. The algebra s O, is 
isomorphic to 50, X SO,, and so is not simple as an SO(4)-module. The 
elements of O(4) of determinant - 1 interchange the two copies of 5 o s in 
3 o,, and so 3 O, is a simple O(4)- module. This fact will be used often in the 
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sequel. We shall also need the well-known fact that P, is a simple 5 o”-mod- 
ule and so 5 O, is a maximal subalgebra of 3 I,; see [ll, Section 8.51. 
By using (2.1) and (4.1), we obtain the following direct decomposition of 
the Q,-module 6 I(V >: 
+ Go, 8 p, + p, 8 50, + i30, 8 50, + P, @ P,. (4.2) 
The summands on the right hand side, except QO, are simple I-modules. 
Furthermore they are pairwise nonisomorphic and nontrivial. When these 
summands are viewed as Q,-modules, or equivalently as SO(m) @ SO(n)- 
modules, the above statements are not true. For instance, when m = 2, the 
summands 5 O, 8 p fl and 1 8 @ n are isomorphic as Q,-modules. Hence 
every subalgebra of 3 I(V > containing Q,, and stable under the action of I 
can be obtained by adding to Q,, some of the other summands on the right 
hand side of (4.2). 
If a E Go,, b E p,, and x, y E V = M, ,,(R), it is easy to verify that 
<(a 8 b)(x), y> + (~,(a @b)(y)) = 0, 
and so GO, 8 p, c So(V). Similarly, p, C+ GO, c do(V), and by a di- 
mension argument we conclude that 
Let Q be a subalgebra of Q I,,, and a, b c Ql,, be Q-submodules, where 
Q 1, is viewed as a Q-module by restricting the adjoint representation of Q I,. 
For X, y E ~1, we shall denote by IX, yl the Jordan product of x and y, i.e., 
ix, yl = xy + yx. By {a, bl we denote the subspace spanned by all elements 
{x, y} with x E a and y E b. It is well known that [a, b I is a Q-submodule. 
In the next lemma we show that the same is true for {a, bJ. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf Q, a, b are as aboue, then {a, b} is a g-submodule of 
Ql,. 
Proof. For x E Q, u E a, and 0 E b we have 
[+>~}I = [X,UU + WI 
=x(uv+CU)-(uz)+t+ 
= [x,u]u + uxu + [x,u]u + uxu - (uu + w)x 
= [x,u]u + .[x,u] + [x,u]u + U[X,D] 
= {[x,+} + {u,k4} E {a, W n 
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LEMMA 4.2. The following equalities hold: 
POD so,] = 0, [Go,, Go,] = do,, n > 2; 
{Go,,So,} =R-1, (50,,Go,} =R.l+Q,, n>2; 
I%% P,l = P,, n > 2; 
{Go,, PA = 0, {Sn,,P,} = go,, n > 2; 
[Pm P,l = GO,> n > 2; 
{Pz>P,j =R-l> {Pn, P,} =R-1-t P,, n > 2. 
Proof. The assertions concerning the Lie products are well known; see 
for instance [II, Sections 8.5 and 8.81. The assertions concerning the Jordan 
products are easy to verify by using Lemma 4.1. We give the detailed proof 
only for the assertion (P,, P,) = R - 1 + p, where n > 2. If X, y E P,, 
then x and y are symmetric matrices and so {x, y} is also a symmetric 
matrix. This shows that {P,, P,} C R* 1 + P,. If x E P, is a nonzero 
diagonal matrix, then the trace of (x, x} = 2 x2 is not 0. This shows that 
IO,> PJ c P,> and so {P n, P .} 1 R * 1. Since P n is a simple G o .-module 
and{P,,P,}#R.l,wemusthave{P,,P,)=R.l+P,. n 
LEMMA 4.3. Let x, y E pz, say 
and u, v E gl,. Then 
[r~u,y~v]=(ac+bd) t y B[V,U] 
i 1 
+(ad - bc) 
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Proof. By (3) we have 
ac + bd ad - bc 
= bc - ad ac + bd 
_ ac + bd bc - ad 
ad - bc ac + bd 
= (ac +bd) i y @ [u,u] 
i 1 
+(ad - bc) n 
1n the next lemma we compute the brackets of the various summands on 
the right hand side of (4.2) when m = 2 and n 2 2. 
LEMMA 4.4. The following formulas are valid for n 2 2: 
(a) [p, 8 1, pz @ 11 = $02 Q 1; 
(b) [$I, @ 1,l 8 P,] = 0; 
Cc) [p, @ l,Goz @ P,l= P2 @ P,; 
(d) [p, Q 1, P2 @ SO,] = GO2 @ ~0,; 
(e) [p, @ 1,502 @ go,1 = P2 @ GonJ 
(f9 [p, @ 1, P2 Q P,l = go2 @ P,; 
(g) [l 8 p,, 1 Q P”1 = 1 @ 30,; 
(h) [l @ P,, So, Q P,] = 502 @ 30,; 
(i) [l @ P,, P2 @ go,1 = P2 Q P,; 
(j) [l 8 P,, 50, @ GO,1 = go2 @ 0,; 
(k) [l @ P,, P2 @ P,] = P2 @ 50,; 
(1) [so, @ p,, Go, 8 P”1 = 1@ Go,; 
(m) [GO, 8 p2, p2 8 5021 = 0; isO2 @ Pn, P2 @ don1 = P2 @ ‘On7 
n > 2; 
(n) [GO2 8 P,, 502 @ GO,1 = 1 @ p,; 
(0) [So, @ p2, p2 Q p,] = p2 8 1; [so, Q P,> P2 @ PJ = P2 @ 1 + 
P2 63 P,, n > 2; 
(p) [p, @ go,, p& @ Go,] = Go, @ 1; [P, @ GO,, P2 @ ~OtJ = go2 
c3 i + 1 c3 Go, + Go, @ P,, n > 2; 
(q) [p, Q Go,, Go, e3 Go21 = pz @ 1; [P, @ GO,, GO2 @ ~OJ = P2 
c3 1 + Pz @ P,. n > 2; 
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Proof. All these equalities follow easily from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. We 
shall sketch the proof for equalities (0) and (u) only. 
Since 5 o2 * p2 = p2 and, by Lemma 4.2, {GO,, P,} = 0, it follows that 
By the same lemma we have IP,, P21 = R * 1 and {P,, P,} = R * 1 + P, 
if n > 2. Consequently formula (01 holds. 
Equality (u) f o 11 ows from Lemma 4.3 by taking U, o E P, and by using 
the assertions [P,, P,l = GO,, n > 2; IP,, P,) = R* 1; and{P,,, P,} = R*i 
+ P,, n > 2 of Lemma4.2. 
Now we are ready to determine the required Lie subalgebras of 5 NV >. 
We start with the case m = n = 2. 
THEOREM~.~(~ = R). Letm = n = 2, Und QO = 50, @ 1 + 1 @ GO, 
by the Lie algebra of O(2) 8 O(2). We shall view 9 KV ) as an o(2) @ o(2)- 
module by restricting the udjoint representation of GL(V). Then there are 
exactly 15 subalgebras 9 of 5 l(V) containing g O which are stable under the 
action of O(2) @ O(2): 
(1) 90; 
(2) go + pz 8 1 = 31, @ 1+ 1 @ Go,; 
(3) go + 18 p2 = GO, 8 1+ 18 551,; 
(4) go + 50, @ p2 = Go, 63 1 + (1 63 GO, + Go, @ p,> = 50, x 
Go, = ll,; 
(5) go + p2 Q Go, = 18 50, + (GO, Q 1 + pz 8 50,) = Go, x 
50, = LI,; 
(6) go + GO, 8 50, = Go,(R) X Go,(C); 
(7) go + p2 @ p2 E sr, x !%I,; 
(8) go + p2 8 1 + 18 p2 = 61, 8 1 + 18 i31,; 
(9) go + go, @ p2 + pz @ 50, = SOW); 
(lo) go + 50, Q Go, + p2 @ P2 =:R X 551, X 51,; 
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cl11 go + p2 B 1 + p2 cg GO, + so, B 50, = Go,(R) X gL(C); 
cl21 go + 1 B p2 + go, a p2 + GO, B GO, = go,(R) X GL(C); 
(13) go + p2 c3 1+ Go, @ P2 + P2 @ Pz = GP‘i(R); 
(14) go + l@ pz + pz @ 50, + P2 @ P2 = SP@); 
(15) GW>. 
Proof. The fact that the subspaces listed in the theorem are indeed 
subalgebras of G l(V) f 11 o ows immediately from Lemma 4.4. We have ob- 
served earlier that every subalgebra g of g I(V) which contains go and is 
stable under r is obtained by adding to g,, some of the other summands on 
the right hand side of (4.2). The fact that the list above is complete in the 
case m = n = 2 follows easily from Lemma 4.4 by inspection. It remains to 
establish the isomorphisms indicated in the above list. 
In case (4) we identify V with C2 by regarding 
Then g preserves the usual inner product (x, y) on V = C2, i.e., (U(X), y > 
+ (r,~(y)) = 0 for all u E g and X, y E V. For instance, if u = a 8 b E 
6, then one would have to verify that (axb, y ) + (x, ayb) = 0. By compar- 
ing the dimensions we conclude that g g u,. 
In case (5) the argument is similar to that of case (4). The only difference 
is that we now identify V with C2 by regarding 
Then one can check that g preserves the usual inner product (x, y) on 
v = c2. 
For (6) see case (5) of the next theorem. 
In case (7) we note that V is a direct sum of two 2dimensional spaces 
R . 1 + 5 o 2 and P 2. As 9 preserves this decomposition, it is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra of gl,(R) X g I,(R). S ince [ 9, g] = g and dim g = 6, the asser- 
tion follows. 
In case (10) the algebra g is the direct product of its l-dimensional 
center, namely G o 2 ~9 5 o 2, and the algebra of case (7). 
In case (11) we make V into a complex vector space in the same way as in 
case (5). The algebra g is the direct product of its l-dimensional center, 
namely 1 o G o 2, and the subalgebra 5 la @ 1 + 5 I, Q 5 o 2. This subalgebra 
consists of complex linear transformations of V of trace 0, and so it is 
isomorphic to d I,(C). 
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Case (12) is similar to case (11). We make V into a complex vector space 
as in case (4). Then CJ is a direct product of its l-dimensional center, namely 
B o a o 1, and the subalgebra 1 8 z% I2 + 5 D a 8 g I,, which is isomorphic to 
5 I a(C). 
In case (IS) we introduce a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form 
on V by (r, y> = riy3 - ~3~1 + ~2~4 - ~4~2, where 
x=(:; :?$ y=(;; p). 
Then one can check that 9 preserves this form and consequently g E g p,(R). 
Case (14) is similar to (IS). We just have to use the form (x, y > = x1 yz 
-~zYl+x,Y, - x4 y3, where x, y are as above. n 
REMARK. The assertion of this theorem does not remain valid if we drop 
the condition that the subalgebras are stable under the action of O(2) Q O(2). 
Indeed, 1 8 bz and 5 D 2 Q b 2 are isomorphic as g ,-modules, but they are 
not isomorphic as O(2) @ O(2)- modules. Hence there exist infinitely many 
simple g,-submodules sitting inside I 8 p 2 + G O, @ fp2. If a, b are arbi- 
trary real numbers, then 
is a simple g ,-module. If a = 0, then it is easy to check that [b , f~ ] c 1 @ 
so,, and so g,, + Ij is a subalgebra. Thus we have an infinite family of 
4dimensional subalgebras of Y~I(V) containing go and depending on a real 
parameter b. 
Next we consider the case n > m = 2. 
THEOREM~.~(D=R). Letn>m=2,andZetg,=~02~l+11 
G o, be the Lie algebra of O(2) @ O(n). We shall view 9 r(V) US an 
O(2) 8 O(n)-module by restricting the adjoint representation of GL(V). 
Then there are exactly 10 subalgebras g of 5 16’) containing g 0 which are 
stable under the action of O(2) 8 O(n): 
(1) 90; 
(2) go + b2 Q 1 = gI, 8 I + 1 Q 30,; 
(3) go + 18 b,, = 50, 8 1 + 1 Q G;r,; 
(4) g,, + 50, @ b, = 50, @ 1 + (I Q go, + i;o, @ 0,) = II,; 
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(5) 90 + do, @ so,, = Go2 c3 1 + (1 Q iso, + Go, 8 30,) = 
Go,(R) x Go,,(C); 
(6) go + pB @ 1 + 18 p,, = 61, @ 1 + 1 @ 51,; 
(7) 9” + Go, @ p, + pz Q GO, = ho; 
(8) go + pe 8 1 + GO, 8 P, + ~2 @ P, = dP,.(R); 
(9) go + 1 B p,, -t GO, 8 p, + ijo, 8 Go, = Go,(R) X gL(C); 
(10) d KV 1. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5. We shall only establish the 
isomorphisms indicated in the list. 
In case (4) we identify V with C” by regarding 
x=(;: ::: ;j 
as (a, + ib,,..., a, + ib,,)‘, where z’ denote the transpose of z. Then 4 
preserves the usual inner product (x, y) on V = C”, i.e., (U(X), y) + 
(x, u(y)) = 0 for all u E g and X, y E V. Since 9 has dimension rt’, it 
follows that 9 E LI n. 
In case (5) we make V into a complex vector space in the same way as in 
case (4). Then 9 preserves the bilinear form on V that corresponds to the 
bilinear form on C” defined by ( zl, z2) = .z; za. By a dimension argument, 9 
is isomorphic to 6 o.(C). 
In case (8) we introduce a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form 
on V by 
(x, y> = tr[( y -i)xy’], 
where x, y E V and y ’ is the transpose of y. As 9 leaves this form invariant 
and has dimension n(2n + l), it is isomorphic to Spz,(R). 
In case (9) we make V into a complex vector space as in case (4). Now Q 
is the direct product of its I-dimensional center, namely 5 O, 8 1, and the 
subalgebra 1 8 d I,, + 6 o 2 @ 6 I,. This subalgebra consists of complex linear 
transformations of trace 0. As its real dimension is 2(n2 - 11, we conclude 
that it is isomorphic to G l,(C). n 
THEOREM 4.7 (D = RI. If m, n > 3, then there are exactly six subalge- 
bras 9 of G r(V) containing go = GO, 8 1 + 1 @ GO, which are stable 
under the action of r: 
(1) Bo; 
(2) go + p, c3 1= G1,cG 1-t 18 GO,; 
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(3) go + 18 p, = 50, Q I + I @ SI,; 
(4) go + p, Q 1+ 1 C9 $3, = GI, @ 1+ 18 gr,; 
(5) go + 50, @ p, + p, @ Go, = GdV); 
(6) SW). 
Proof. Assume that 5 D, Q GO, c g. We can choose x E 60, such 
that x2 e R. 1. It follows that 9 2 [GO, 8 x, go,,, @ x] = 50, 8 x2. Since 
r2=R.l+p, and x2 @ R. 1, we can conclude that 30, 8 p, C 9. 
Similarly, we have p, 8 G on c g. Thus 5 n(V) is a proper subalgebra of 9. 
Since 5 o(V) is a maximal subalgebra of 5 I(V ), it follows that 9 = 5 l(V ). 
Next assume that pm @ p n C 9. We can choose x E p such that 
r2 $C R. 1. Then g 1 [p, @ x, p, Q xl = go, @ x2. Since xm2 E R * 1 + 
P, and x2 @ R * 1, we conclude that 5 JY m @ p n C 9. Similarly, we have 
JI m @ 5 D n c g. Thus g n(V) is a proper subalgebra of 9, and so 9 = 5 I(V ). 
From now on we may assume that 9 contains neither i: O, 8 5 o n nor 
P, @ P,. 
If p, @ GO, c 9, then we choose x E 50, such that x2 e R. 1. Then 
the same argument as above shows that s n, @ p n c 9, and so 9 = 5 o(V ). 
If d o m @ p n c 9, 
n 
The normalizers of various Lie algebras 9 listed in Theorems 4.5-4.7 are 
not hard to compute. We give details in two cases for illustrative purpose. 
LEMMA 4.8. The normalizer N of Gl, @ 1 + 1 @ GO, in GL(V) is 
CL,(R) @ O(n). 
Proof. It is obvious that N contains this group. If u E N, then u must 
normalize Sl, 8 1 and 1 @ 50,. It follows that u also normalizes 1 @ GI,, 
which is the centralizer of 5 I, @ 1 in k% I(V ). Now Theorem 2.3 implies that 
u = a @ b. By Theorem 2.5, we may assume that b E O(n). n 
LEMMA 4.9. Zf m = n = 2, then the normalizer N of 9 = go + 5 O, 8 
3 O, + P2 d P2 in GL(V) is the subgroup which preserves or interchanges 
the subspaces W := R* 1 + GO, and p2. 
Proof. As shown in the proof of Theorem 4.5, case (lo), 9 is the direct 
sum of gI(W) X i;I(p,) and the l-di mensional center. Thus V is a direct 
sum of two nonisomorphic 2dimensional g-submodules W and p2. Hence, if 
u E N, then u must map each of the subspaces W and P2 either onto itself 
or onto the other. 1 
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5. OVERGROUPS OF Sp(m) @ Sp(n) 
Now D = H, and we shall write 5 u*, instead of G n,(H) = U,(H), and 
similarly for G U E, Also we shall write SO(V) instead of Gn(V). We shall 
determine all Lie subalgebras of gl(V> which contain the Lie algebra 
g,, = g II*, @ 1 + 1 @ i? uf of F. There are only finitely many such subalge- 
bras. Let ~1, = 3~: + p,, Sl, = Suz + p, be Cartan decompositions, 
i.e., n, (n,) is th e s p ace of hermitian matrices in 5 1, (g 1,). Since the Lie 
algebra GII*, is simple, and P, is a simple L;u*,-module [ll, Section 8.51, 
ELI: is a maximal subalgebra of GI,. 
The g ,-module G l(V ) admits a direct decomposition: 
All summands on the right hand side, except g a, are simple, nontrivial, 
and pairwise nonisomorphic g,-modules. Hence every subalgebra of Gl(V> 
containing go can be obtained by adding to go some of the other summands 
on the right hand side of the above equality. Note that such subalgebras are 
self-normalizing in k? l(V ). 
If a E Gu*,, b E p,, and X, y E V = M,,.(H), it is easy to verify that 
((a B b)(x), y> + (x,(, @b)(y)) = 0, 
and so in*, @ p, c So(V). Similarly p, Q !ZU~ C So(V). By a dimension 
argument we conclude that CLOG’> = 90 + Gu*, 8 P, + Pm @ %UZ. 
THEOREM 5.1 (D = H). Zf m, n 2 2, then there are exactly six subalge- 
bras g of Gl(V) containing go = Gu*, @ 1 + 1 @ guz: 
0) go; 
(2) go + p, QD 1 = 31, 8 I + I@ gn:; 
(3) go + 18 p, = slI*, @ 1 + 18 SL,; 
(4) go + p, 8 1 + 1 @ p, = i5I, @ 1 + 1 @ 31,; 
(5) go + gll; @ p, + p, 8 c3ll: = SdV); 
(6) !Zl(V). 
Proof. This proof is very similar (mutatis mutandis) to the proof of 
Theorem 4.7, and we shall omit the details. n 
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COROLLARY 5.2. There are exactly six connected Lie subgroups of SL(V > 
containing r : 
(1) r; 
(2) SL,(H) Q Sp(n); 
(3) Sp(m) 8 SL,(H); 
(4) SL,(H) 8 SL,(H); 
(5) SO(V); 
(6) SL(V). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be one of the six subgroups listed in the previous 
corollary, and let N be its normalizer in GL(V). Then N = CR*, except 
when m = n and G is of type (1) or (41, in which case N = (G, r)R*,. 
Proof. The assertion is trivial if G is of type (6). For G of type (5) the 
assertion follows from the well-known fact that SO(V) is its own normalizer 
in SL(V); see [14, Chapter VI, Exercise A.31. If G is of type (l), the assertion 
has been proved in Theorem 2.6. 
Let G be of type (2), (3), or (41, and let (Y E N. Both I and its conjugate 
by (Y are maximal compact subgroups of G. Since maximal compact sub- 
groups of G are conjugate in G (see [14, Chapter VI, Theorem 2.2]), by 
replacing (Y with Pa, where /3 E G is suitably chosen, we may assume that 
CY normalizes I. One can now use the assertion of case (1) to conclude the 
proof. n 
6. LINEAR PRESERVERS OF T-INVARIANT FUNCTIONS 
In the following we apply the results of previous sections to study linear 
preserver problems. We continue to use the notation D, 2, V = M, .(D>, 
GL(V), U(V), T, 7, etc. introduced earlier, and we shall always assume that 
n>m>2. 
Let S be a set and F : V -+ S a function. We say that a linear operator 
4 E End,(V) is a .&near preserver of F if F 0 C$ = F. The collection of all 
linear preserves of F is a semigroup with identity 1,. The invertible elements 
of this semigroup form a group, which we denote by Aut( F). We say that F 
is r-invariant if Au&F) 1 F, i.e., if F(axb) = F(x) for all x E M,,,(D), 
a E U,(D), and b E U,(D). Since every x E M,, ,,(D> admits a singular 
value decomposition, we see that F is F-invariant if and only if there exists a 
function f : R’; + S such that 
F(x) =f(44) for all x E M,,,(D), 
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where a(r) = (a,(x), . . . , CT,,(X))’ denotes the vector of the singular values 
of x: with entries arranged in descending order. 
There has been a great deal of interest in determining the linear operators 
4 on M,, .(D) that preserves certain I-invariant functions F, i.e., those 4 
that satisfy 
W(x)) = F(x) for all r E %,“(I% 
(see [18] for a brief survey). It is worth mentioning that for many examples of 
F, for instance, F(x) = gk,(x) where 1 < k < m, or 
F(x) = [ vl( x)’ + *** +rm( x)‘]l” (p>O, p+q> 
one has 
Aut(F) = or, 7) if 
i 
if m<n, 
m = n. (6.1) 
Of course, if F(x) = [a,(~)~ + .-* +~,(x)~I~‘~ = IIxII, then *ut(F) = 
U(V). If F(x) = rank x, it is known that 
GLAD) @ C%(D) if m<n, 
Aut(F) = (GL,( 0) @ GL,( D), T) if m = n. 
Another class of results is when F(x) = E,(c+(x)), where 1 < k < m and E, 
denotes the kth elementary symmetric function. In such a case, (6.1) holds if 
k < m. If k = m then 
i 
Go @ U,(D) if m<n, 
Aut(F) = (SL*,(D) C3 SL*,(D),T) if m = n. 
If F(x) = u,(x) + e-0 + a,(x) where I < k < m, then (6.1) holds except 
when V = M,(R) and k = 2. In that special case, Au(F) = M, the normal- 
izer of SO(4) 8 SO(4) in O(V) (see the discussion after Theorem 2.6). 
Despite the fact that the results can be described in the language of group 
theory, the usual approach of most authors to these problems is to study a 
particular linear preserver C$ of F, and to show that it is of the form 
x c, axb or x-aT(x)b if m=n, (6.2) 
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with a E GL,( 0) and b E GL,( II), and finally to prove that a and b satisfy 
certain desired properties. To prove (6.21, a common strategy is to show that 
if r$ preserves F, then 4 has certain rank preserving properties, and then 
apply the rank preserver results. 
As mentioned earlier, we are going to use a group theoretic approach to 
treat linear preserver problems. In particular, we prove Theorems 6.1-6.3, 
which give us complete information about Aut(F) for any r-invariant func- 
tion F. We shall then illustrate in several corollaries how to use our theorems 
to give shorter proofs for some well-known results and answer open questions 
in the literature. 
We equip G := Aut(F) with the Lie group structure induced from that of 
GL(V); see [3, Chapter III, $4, no. 51. We warn the reader that the topology 
of G (as a Lie group) is in general different from the relative topology that it 
inherits from GL(V). The Lie algebra of G will be denoted by 9. If F is 
r-invariant, then g 1 urn(D) 8 1 + 1 8 u”( 0). 
THEOREM 6.1 (D = C). Let V = M,,.(C), n 2 m 2 2, and let P de- 
note an arbitrary subgroup of R*,. A group G is Aut (F) for some r- 
invariant function F on V if and only if G is one of the following: 
(a) TP, [SL,(C) 8 U(n)]P, GL,(C) Q GL.(C), U(V)P, or GL(V) i;f 
m < n, with P # R*, in the second and fourth cases. 
(b) (~,T)P, (SL*,(C) Q SL*,(C),7)P, U(V)P, or GL(V) $ m = n, 
with P # R*, in the third case. 
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we would like to remark that in 
most applications of this result to linear preserver problems, one has to 
determine which of the groups in the above list is Aut(F) for a given 
r-invariant function F. For this purpose the following observation is useful: 
Given a I’-invariantfunction F on V, then A&F) is the rnaximul subgroup G 
(with respect to inclusion) in the list such that F is G-invariant. lf G is a 
subgroup of GL(V) and each orbit of G in V is contained in an orbit of 
At&(F), then G c Aut(F). 
We are now ready to give the proof of the theorem. 
Proof. The groups U(V)R*, and SL(V) are transitive on V \ (0). Hence 
if G contains one of these groups, then G = CL(V). 
Each of the groups U(m) Q GL,(C) and GL,(C) @ U(n) has exactly 
m + 1 orbits in V. Namely, an orbit is just the set of all matrices of f=ed 
rank. Hence if G contains one of these groups, then G 3 GL,(C) 8 GL,,(C). 
If m < n, the same argument shows that if G contains U(m) @ SL,(C) 
or SL*,(C) @ SL*,(C), then G 1 CL,(C) 8 GL,(C). 
If m = n, then the groups U(n) Q SL,(C), SL,(C) 8 U(n), and SL*,(C) 
o SL*,(C) have the same orbits in V. These orbits are either all matrices of 
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fixed rank < n or all matrices x with constant nonzero value of det(XX*). 
Hence if G contains one of the first two groups mentioned above, then it also 
contains the third. Also note that when m = n we must have r E G. 
The above facts and Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 imply that if G = Aut(F) for 
some I-invariant function F, then G must be one of the groups listed in the 
theorem. 
It remains to show that each of the groups mentioned in the theorem 
indeed occurs as Aut( F) for some F. This is easy to verify, and we shall give 
the details only for the groups IP and [SL,(C) @ U(n)lP when m < n. 
Let P be any subgroup of R*,. Choose a set of coset representatives of I’, 
and for 5 E R*, let p( e> be the representative of 5P. Define two functions 
F,:V+R’; and F,:V+Rby 
F,(O) = 0; F,(x) = 
p(IIxII)‘+(x) 
llrll ’ xzo; 
i 
0 if rankx <m, 
F,(r) = p( [det( xx*)] 1’2m) otherwise. 
In the case of the function F, we assume that P # R*,. For F = Fl or F2 let 
G = Aut(F) and ?? = G n SL*(V). 
If F = F,, then c does not contain SL,(C)_@ U(n) or U(V). By 
inspecting the possibilities for G, we conclude that G = I?, and so G = TP. 
If F = F,,then P # R*, and c does not contain SL*,(C) @ SL*,(C) or 
U(V). Since G 1 SL,(C) Q U(n), by inspecting the possibilities for G, we 
conclude that ?? = SL,(C) Q U(n). It follows that G = GP. n 
Let M = (O(4) @ O(4), 7,_Y’) be the normalizer of SO(4) @ SO(4) in 
0( M,(R)), see the discussion after Theorem 2.6, and recall that M = Aut( F) 
where F(x) = a,(x) + u2( x); see [ 15, 8,4]. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2 (D = R). Let V = M,, .(R), n >, m > 2, and let P be an 
arbitrary subgroup of R*,. A group G is Aut (F) for some r-invariant 
function F on V if and only if G is one of the following: 
(a) TP, [SL*,(R) @ O(n)lP, GL,(R) 8 GL,,(R), O(V)P, or GLW) q 
m < n, with P # R*, in the second and fourth cases. 
(b) (~,T)P, (SL*,(R) @I SL*,(R),T)P, O(V)P, or GL(V) ;If m = n, 
with P # R*, in the third case. 
(c) MP if m = n = 
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(d) SO,(C)TP $ n > m = 2, (SO,(C), r)TP if m = n = 2, where V = 
M,, .(R) is identijed with C” under the map 
(e) (GL(V,) x GL(V,), L) f m = n = 2, where V, = R * 1 + 5 O,, V2 
= pz, and L is the map 
Proof. We examine all overgroups G of r by using the method de- -- 
scribed at the end of Section 2. We shall use the notation G, 3, N, N, N, 
introduced there. If E = E, then G = EP, where P is a subgroup of R*,. In 
fact, in all cases except when m = n = 4, it is true that N = N,. 
Assume first that m > 3. Then there are six possibilities for Q as listed in 
Theorem 4.7. We shall now examine separately each of these possibilities. 
Consider first case (1). If m # n, then by Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we have 
@ = #I = r. This is listed as the first case in (a>. Now assume that m = n # 
4. Then Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 imply that f = gr = (r, 7). This is listed as 
the first case of (b). Now let m = n = 4. Then N” = SO(n) @ SO(n), -- 
N/NO is the symmetric group S,, and N, has index 3 in N and so is not 
normal in #. It follows that either G 1 M, in which case G = 3 * (G n R*,), 
or GcfliR*,, in which case G = fli * (G n R*,). These possibilities are 
listed in (c) and the first case of (b), respectively. 
Next we consider case (2) of Theorem 4.7. We claim that m < n. This 
follows from the observation that if m = n then T E G and so g must be 
stable under conjugation by T. So in this case, by Lemma 4.8, we have 
@ = N, = SL*,(R) @ O(n). This is listed in (a) as the second case. 
Case (3) cannot occur. If m = n, the argument is the same as in case (2). 
If m < n, then SO(m) @ SL,(R) is transitive on V \ (O}, which shows again 
that this case cannot occur. 
Next we examine case (4). If m # n, then by Theorem 2.3 H = h7, = 
SL*,(R) @ SL*,(R). It follows that G = GL,(R) @ GL,(R),ie., we have the 
third case in (a). If m = n, then by Theorem 2.3 N = N, = (SL*,(R) 8 
SL*,(R), T). This p ossibility is listed as the second case of(b). 
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In case (5) we apply Theorem 2.5 to GL(V) and find that f = fir = 
O(V), and so we obtain the possibility listed as the case O(V)P in (a) and 
(b). 
Finally, case (6) leads to the cases GL(V) in (a) and (b). 
Suppose n > m = 2. Then g must be one of the Lie algebras listed in 
Theorem 4.6. If 3 is of type (l), (2>, (31, (61, (71, or (lo), one can obtain the 
conclusion by arguments similar to those when m > 3. 
Suppose g is of type (51, i.e., g = Q0 + 50~8 6~~. Identifying V with 
C” by the map described in (d), one sees that N = N, = SO,(C)T. Thus G 
is of the form described in the first case of(d). 
Next we show that 3 cannot be of type (4), (8) or (9) in Theorem 4.6. If 
this is not true, then QO + 5 o 2 @ &I” c 2. Thus if we identify V with C” as 
in (d), then ?? 1 U(n). By the remark preceding the proof of Theorem 6.1, 
E 2 O(V), and so we have a contradiction, since Zj d go(V). 
Now suppose n = m = 2. Then 3 must be one of the Lie algebras listed 
in Theorem 4.5. If g is of type (l), (2), (31, (81, (9), or (151, one can obtain 
the conclusion by arguments similar to those when m 2 3. 
If g is of type (6), th en one can show that G is of the form described in 
the second case of(d) by arguments similar to those when n > m = 2. 
In case (10) of Theorem 4.5, by Lemma 4.9, we have F = gr = (GL(V,) 
X GL(V,), P, L), where P is isomorphic to R*, and acts on V, as a scalar A 
and on V, as A-r with A > 0. It is easy to check that H has exactly three 
orbits in V. The first orbit is {0}, the second orbit consists of all matrices x 
such that a,(~) > oz,(x), and the third orbit consists of those x for which 
err(x) = a,(x) > 0. It follows that G = flR*, = (GL(V,) X GL(V,), L). 
Notice that the argument in the preceding paragraph actually shows that 
g cannot be the Lie algebra listed in (7). In fact, if a 3 Q a + &I 2 8 $I 2 then 
G has exactly three orbits and hence g 3 Qa + GO, 8 30, + pz 8 pz, 
which is a contradiction. 
Finally, we show that none of cases (4), (5), or (ll)-(14) can occur. 
Notice that if (4), (12), or (13) holds, then 5 o 2 8 $I 2 c Q. One can use the 
same arguments as in the case n > m = 2 to get the contradiction. Similarly, 
if Pz @ 5 o2 c 8, then one can prove that g 2 +.? O(V). Thus (51, (111, or (14) 
cannot occur. 
To complete the proof we show that each of the groups mentioned in the 
theorem indeed occurs as Aut(F) f or some I-invariant function F. The 
construction for those G listed in (a) and (b) can be done as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. We consider the other cases in the following. 
Suppose P is a subgroup of R*,. Choose a set of coset representatives of 
P, and for 6 E R*, denote by p( 5) the coset representative of 5P. 
We first consider the group MP. Notice that the orbit of a E V under M 
consists of all the elements b E V such that a(a) = v~r(b) with 0 = 1, U, 
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du, ud, or dud, where d = diag(I 
i 
1 
l 1 
u=2 1 
1 
Moreover, it is known (see [15, 8: 
~~,(a>. Define F : V + R by F(O) 
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1, 1, - 1) and 
1 1 1 
1 -1 -1 
-1 1 -1 
. 
-1 -1 1 ! 
41) that A&F) = M if F(a) = a,(a) + 
= 0, F(x) = p(a,(x) + c2(x)) if x f 0. - 
By the observation before the proof of Theorem 6.1, one sees that G must be 
M and hence G = MP. 
For the groups described in (d), the orbits of SO,(C) in C” \ {0} are the 
level surfaces of the quadratic form zf + *.. +z,2. It follows that the orbits of 
SO,(C)T in C” \ {0} are the level surfaces of the function I z: + .** +z,f I. 
One can easily check that 
121” + *** +z;1 = a,(uy - a,(u)“. 
Thus the orbit of a nonzero a E V under c is the collection of nonzero 
‘;(; V that satisfy (~,(a)~ - ~~,(a)~ = a,(bj2 - ~,(b)~. Now define F : V + 
Y 
F(0) = 0; F(r) = -1 if (TV = oB(x) > 0; 
F(x) = p( (+I( x)” - a,(x)“) otherwise. 
One can check that c = SO,(C)T if n > 2 and G = (SO,(C)T, T) if n = 2. 
Hence G is of the form listed in (d). 
For the group described in (e), there are only three orbits in V, namely, 
the orbit (O], the orbit consisting of all matrices x such that a,(r) > 02,(x), 
and the orbit consisting of those x for which a,(x) = 02,(x) > 0. Define 
F : V + R by F(0) = 0; F(x) = 1 if a,(u) = a,(u) > 0; F(x) = 2 other- 
wise. Then Aut(F) = (GL(V,) X GL(V,), L). n 
Next we turn to I-invariant functions on V = M,,.(H) and the corre- 
sponding (real) linear preserver problems. Using arguments similar to those 
in the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 and applying the results of Section 5, 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3 (D = HI. Let V = M,,.(H), n a m a 2, and let P de- 
note an arbitrary subgroup of R*,. A group G is Aut (F) for some I?- 
invariant function F on V if and only if G is one of the following: 
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(a) TP, (SL,(H) @ Sp(n))P, GL,(H) @ GL.(H), O(V)P, OT GL(V) $ 
m < n, with P # RT in the second and fourth case. 
(b) (r, 7)P, (SL,(H) @ SL,(H), 7)P, O(V)P, or GL(V) in m = n, 
with P # R*, in the third case. W 
In some situations, based on the properties of the given function F, one 
can decide which groups could be Am(F). For example, if F is a r-invariant 
norm, then A&F) is a compact group. Applying Theorem 6.1-6.3 to this 
problem, we have the following result (see [17, 81 and their references). 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let V = M,,,,(D) with n > m > 2. A group G is the 
isomety group of some r-invariant ‘norm F on V if and only if G is one of the 
following: U(V), I if m < n, (r, 7) if m = n, (r, 7,_5?> if V = M,(R). 
In [18], the authors obtained a unified result that covers all the existing 
results on linear operators preserving real valued functions on singular values. 
In the following corollary, we extend that result to the quatemion case and 
remove the continuity assumption on F. This answers a question and im- 
proves the result of the paper just mentioned. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let V = M,, .(D) with n z m > 2. Suppose F : V + R 
is a nonconstant r-invariant function that satisfies: 
(i) F(x) > F(y) whenever (T(X) > (T(Y) (entywise), 
(ii) for every x E V the induced function f, : R, + R defined by f,(t) = 
F(tx) is either constant or strictly increasing. 
Then the semigroup G of linear preservers of F is the same as Aut (F). 
Moreover, the groups G that arise in such a manner are precisely the 
following: U(V); SLT,(D) @ U,(D) or r if m < n; (SL*,(D) Q SL*,(D), r) 
or(r,T)iffn=n;(r,7,~)ifV=M,(R). 
Proof. Suppose F : V --f R is a nonconstant r-invariant function satisfy- 
ing (i) and (ii). By the arguments in Lemmas 1 and 2 of [18], one can prove 
that a linear operator preserving F must be nonsingular. Thus G is a group 
and is one of those listed in Theorems 6.1-6.3. 
By condition (i), we see that F(0) < F(x) for all x E V. Now by 
condition (ii), if x E V, either f,(t) = f(0) for all t > 0 or f,(t) is strictly 
increasing. Since F is not constant, there exists at least one x E V such that 
f, is strictly increasing. Thus G cannot contain any nontrivial subgroup of 
R*,. 
Suppose condition (d) of Theorem 6.2 holds. By condition (ii), F(a) = 
F(0) for any a E V with a,(a) = a,(a). Then by condition (i), for any 
a E V, F(0) < F(a) Q F( a,( a) * 1) = F(0). Thus F is constant, which is a 
contradiction. 
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By the arguments in the preceding two paragraphs, one sees that G must 
be one of the groups listed in the corollary. 
If G is one of the groups in the list, one can construct F with 
G = A&F) as in the proofs of Theorems 6.1-6.2. H 
In [18], the authors discussed the implications on F if G is equal to any 
one of the groups in the list. By the observation before the proof of Theorem 
6.1, one easily deduces those conditions on F mentioned in [18]. For 
example, 
G = 1 cn( D) @ Un( D> if m<n, (SL*,( 0) @ SL*,( D), 7) if m = n (6.3) 
if and only if there exists a real valued function g such that F(x) = 
g(detixx*)) for all nonzero x E V. 
The sufficiency part of this statement is easy to check. Suppose (6.3) 
holds. Then the orbit of a nonzero a E V consists of all b E V such that 
ranka = rank b and det(ua*) = det(bb*). As a result, if det(xx*) = 0, i.e., 
rank x < m, then fX cannot be strictly increasing and therefore F(x) = F(0). 
Thus F depends only on the values of det(xx*). 
The above discussion illustrates once again that our results are useful not 
only for determining Aut(F) f or a given F-invariant function F, but also for 
obtaining information about F when Am(F) is specified. To further illustrate 
this idea, we turn to another problem raised in [18]. Let G = F if m < n, 
G = (r, T) if m = n. The authors in [18] asked for the characterization of 
F-invariant functions F on M, ,,( D>, D = C or R, such that Aut(F) = G. 
By the observation before the’ proof of Theorem 6.1, one sees that this 
problem can be reduced to checking 
(i) whether every linear preserver of F is nonsingular, and 
(ii> whether G is the maximal group in the lists in Theorems 6.1-6.3 such 
that F is G-invariant. 
For many given F-invariant functions F, these conditions are not difficult to 
check, and thus the question in [18] can be easily answered. 
7. LINEAR PRESERVERS OF I-INVARIANT SETS 
In this section we consider linear operators Cp on V = M,, .(D) that map 
a F-invariant set S C V into or onto itself. If S contains at least one nonzero 
element, then the linear span of S is the whole space. As a result, if 
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$(S) = S, then C# is nonsingular, and hence the collection of all such linear 
operators is a subgroup of GL(V). We shall denote this group by Aut(S). 
Many authors have studied the group Aut(S) for a particular S. It is 
interesting to note that for many examples of S, Am(S) is the same as the 
semigroup of all nonsingular linear operators C$ on V that satisfy 4(S) C S. 
For instance, this is the case if S is the set of all rank r matrices in V, where 
r is a fKed integer satisfying 1 Q T < m (e.g., see [l, 5, 231 and their 
references). Moreover, in this case we have 
GLm( D> @ GLn( D) if wz<n, 
(GL,( D) @ GL,( D), r) if m = n. 
Another example is when S is the set of matrices with all singular values 
equal to 1 (e.g., see [7, 13, 21, 251 and their references). In this case, we have 
Aut(S) = r if m < n, and (r, 7) if m = n. It is even more amazing that in 
some situations, Aut(S) actually coincides with the semigroup of all linear 
operators on V that map S into itself. In this section, we use a group 
theoretic approach to study this type of problems. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let S c V = M,,,,(D), n > m > 2, be a r-invariant set. 
Then Aut (S) is ooze of the groups listed in Theorems 6.1-6.3. 
Proof. If F : V -+ (0, l} is the characteristic function of S, then F is 
r-invariant and Am(S) = A&F). H ence the assertion follows from Theo- 
rems 6.1-6.3. n 
Analogous to the discussion preceding the proof of Theorem 6.1, we have 
the following observations: lf S c V is a r-invariant set, Am(S) is the 
maximal group G (with respect to inclusion) in the list given in Theorem 6.1, 
6.2, or 6.3 such that S is G-stable. 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is done by relating a r-invariant set and a 
r-invariant function. This idea has been used by other authors in the study of 
r-invariant norm preservers (e.g., see [I71 and its references). It is well 
known that C#J is an isometry for a r-invariant norm N or M, ,,(D) if and 
only if r$CY) =9, where 9 is the unit sphere of N. An extension of this 
idea leads to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 7.2. lf S c V \ (0) is a nonempty, bounded, and I?- 
invariant set, then Aut (S) is one of the groups listed in Corollary 6.4. 
Proof. One can construct a r-invariant norm N by defining the unit 
norm ball as the convex hull of 3, the closure of S. Since 4(S) = S implies 
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4(S) = s, ‘t f 11 1 o ows that 4 is an isometry for N. The result then follows from 
Corollary 6.4. l 
Dixon [S, Lemma I] has shown that if S is an algebraic set and 4 is a 
nonsingular linear operator, then 4(S) c S implies 4(S) = S. To a certain 
extent, this explains why for many examples of I-invariant sets S, Aut(S) 
coincides with the semigroup of nonsingular linear operators 4 that satisfy 
4(S) c S as mentioned at the beginning of this section. To further illustrate 
this idea, we prove the following corollary [20, Theorem I]. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let V = M,,, “(0) with n > m 2 2. Let v E Ry \{O} 
he a vector with entries arranged in descending order. Then S(v) := {x E 
V : a( x> = v} is a real algebraic set, and Aut (S(v)) coincides with the 
semigroup of nonsingular linear operators on V that map S(v) into itself. 
Moreover, Aut(S(v)) must be one of the following: r if m < n, (r, T) if 
m = n, (r, T, 3) if V = M,(R) and v = (vl, v2, v3, 0)’ with c1 = v2 + v3. 
Proof. The elementary symmetric functions of ad’, k = 1, . . . , m, 
are polynomial functions on V. Consequently S(v) is a real algebraic set. By 
the result of Dixon, one concludes that Aut(S(v)) coincides with the semi- 
group of nonsingular linear operators on V that map S(v) into itself. Since 
S(v) is a compact set, by Corollary 7.3 G := Aut(S(v)) must be one of the 
groups listed in Corollary 6.4. Clearly, S(v) cannot be U(V)-stable for any v. 
Thus G cannot be U(V). Finally, suppose V = M,(R). Recall that if G = 
(I, 7, _!Z>, then the orbit of a E V under G consists of all the elements 
b E V such that o(a) = us(b), w ere h u is one of the five matrices as 
described in the proof of Theorem 6.2. One then easily checks that S(v) is 
G-stable if and only if v satisfies the condition described in the theorem. n 
If 4(S) c S, then 4(S) c S, where S denotes the closure of S. If S is 
not an algebraic set but s is, the result of Dixon is still applicable. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let V = M,,,,,,(D), n >, m > 2, and C#I E GL(V). Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There exists an integer r, 1 < r < m, such that 
rank x = r * rank 4(r) = r. 
(b) There exists an integer r, 1 < r < m, such that 
rank x < r 3 rank 4(r) < r. 
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(c) There exist a E GL ,( 0) and b E GL.( D) such that C#J( x) = axb for 
all x E V, or m = n and +(x> = ar(x)b for all x E V. 
Proof. It is clear that (c) implies (a). 
Suppose (a) holds. Let X, (Y,.) be the set of all x E V such that 
rank x = T (< r). Then Y,. is the closure of X,. Hence, if t- < m, then (b) 
holds with the same r. If r = m then 4-‘(Y,_ i> c Y, _ r. As Y, _ i is a real 
algebraic set, the result of Dixon, mentioned above, implies that 4(Y,_ i) = 
Y m_ i. Hence (b) follows. 
Suppose (b) holds. As Y,. is a real algebraic set, by the result of Dixon 
again, we conclude that 4-i also satisfies (b). Hence the set of all 4 E GL(V) 
which satisfy (b) is a subgroup G of GL(V ). Clearly G contains GL,( 0) @ 
GL,(D), and r if m = n. By Corollary 2.4, (c) holds. W 
It is worth mentioning that the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.3 are 
actually valid for any field with more than three elements. If one can extend 
our Corollary 2.4 to other fields, then Corollary 7.4 can be extended accord- 
ingly (see [16] and [2, Theorem 71). 
Also, it would be of interest to characterize those S for which all linear 
preservers of S, i.e., the linear operators 4 that satisfy 4(S) c S, are 
nonsingular and map S onto S. 
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